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,~~~t Wollrila~:'~~cOhic~ii'O;Studies: Resolved

tl;:~ · By JOHN RUCKER

.
previously had 200 level courli'!slvv.-'\trhe debatA! between Atts and spe~ifically·~
..· _tad-~~Je_.Cjlif~~:·~.o···•. ·.~..."·
A ,?Sc
.. iences Dean Nat.h.~i.el Wollman
topacs.
l.tf!if!W~, .. . , . . . . .- ,• , .. "'\Pf
1.\-"'ftnd Chicano Studaes has· been ·
Chicano . Studies tiegan five i ·
peacefully resolv~d, but Chicano years ·ago with three courses ·
Studies still suffers from a lack of offered, llfld had grown by last
lpnda.
· year to 15 classes. Mondragon,
~~- Antonio Mcmdragon, Chicano
who baa been with the program
Studies coordinator, said that his since i. 971, explained that a
group and Wollman reached a decline in courses offered .this
eompromise in a quiet discusaiop semeswr was due to a "revamping
wtih Wollman last week.
effort" on the part of Chicano
.. The only classes he· was Studies.
concenied with were the ones in
Uc:king Funds
~rican St~diea, and the pipe
Throu.ghout its history,
there wu that 300·1evel coonea O.icano Studies hu auffered more
were being taught by people from a lack of fundi than a lack
without muwrs degreea," he said. of students. Chicano Studiea
"We changed thOle cla~~es to courses raw among the moat
200-level. I really don't think'that popular on campus.
there ia that much difference.".
..The main reason we have
American Studiea baa not difficulties," aaid Mondragon, ••ia

Antonio Mondr...,..

.

.
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Attempt To Override Center Veto
To Be Made Tonight, Sen. Says
By JAN HOLLAND
An attempt· to override Gil
Gonzales' veto of a bill funding
the Rape Crisis Center wj)l be
made at tonight'• senate meeting,
ASUNM Sen. Kit Goodfriend aaid
yesterday.
'nle bill would provide $3400
for salariea of the Rape Criail
Cenwr staff. The money woold be
used from October 5, 1974· to
February 5, ·1975. If a Federal
Law Enforcement Grant should
be received befote February 5, the
remaining ASUNM money would
be returned to the aeneral fund.
Gonzales, as reported in
Tuesday'• Lobo,eiwd two zeuons
for vetoing the bill. One wu that
it wu undentood when the C4!ntA!r
approaehed ASUNM for funding
that they would aeek oiatside
aupport. Gonzales said that the
cenwr had been established and
the senate had fulfilled its
obligation.
Gonzales wu also against the
budget request because it wu for
aalaries. He aaid he woold have
been more receptive if the money
had been designated for
something else.
·
Linda McCreary, coordinator of
the Rape Crisis Center said that
the center had been aearching for
outside funds and added that
responses trom thOle contacted
was much like Gil's.

that with the . salaries we can prol:;ably would ·have given us a
afford to pay ($750 per three little money and wished us a lot
hour semester cQurse, which does of bad luck. If you JIO to
not tend to attract PhPs), our Travelstead with a well
teachersaredoingthisontheside. thought·out proposal, he'll
Due to the salary situation, most examine and act on it."
of our teachers a~ graduate · Nor was Mondragon critical of·
students ~d PhD candidates."
Wollman. ..1 understand theae
Mondragon pointed out that in technicalities are part of his job.
his cl811 alone there were 140 That's what he's there for, to act
students, which at $19 per credit aa a guardian. We concede that
hour translates into $8493 for Wollman baa eertain concerns, and
UNM in tuition money alone.
there is no real disagreement
H e f e 1 t t h a t U N. M ' s about them," He mentioned that
administration had done a bettA!r he felt some of our courses weze
job than expecwcl in spsonsoring very good, and he seems to have a
Olicano Studies. uwe are very poaitive outlook."
fortunate in that (Vice President
,
Funding Ideas
for Academic Affairs) Travelstead
Ch~cano ,Studies :is currently
baa been very open·minded about . workang on a fundmg proposal,
our needs," said Mondragon, ulf it and if approved, Mondragon had
had been someone else, they
(Continued on JH11e 3)

u'l'he fint question they ask eoordinating a lobby for rape
you," ihe aaid ia, ..Who fundi you legislation. ••Without funds these
now?" Then they aay, "We efforts will be eut," she said.
support your ideals, but why
In response to Gonzales' saying
don't you contact your local he did not like the bill because the
women'• group for money?" The funding wu for salaries, McCreary
local women's group, she alaid, hu aaid he wu being naive. She aaid
maybe $200, so thete ia no that the cenwr receivei money
funding there.
.from GSA for supplies and the
Mc:Creary also said the Rape . phone. She said that Gonzalea
Criail Center wu being considered must not realize that someone has
(or a Law Enforcement Assistance to be paid to answer the phone
Agency (LEAA) award of and use the supplies.
$113' ;n 00 for a statewide
She aaid that presently she ia
program. She aaid, however, that being..und.e~paid...ftOt.tl\e..Job she il
••it will not be funded if it is not a doinc. She aaid if funding does
viable oqanization, '' and without not pau, she would go get a
the aenate support for salariea, it decent job and attA!mpt to run the
will not be an oqanization. She program at night. She said,
said the center would be able to however, that a viable program
support itself with the funding would be impouible to run this
zeceived from the Levi Strauas Co. way.
. Senator Louis Tempkin, one of
until the middle of October.
"This is one of the best the sponson of the bill. aaid he
programs in the Southwest," talked with Gonzales about his
veto. He said that Gil was under
McCreary said.
She gave Las Vegas, N.M. as an the impression that the center
example for . a needed. statewide would still be able to operate if
the bill was not passed. Gonzales
program.
••They don't even examine tape was unable to be reached for
victims, n , &he said. UThey don~t comment.
•
Tempkin said he was hopeful in
see any emotional problems
getting enough votes to pass the
involved."
McCreary added that the center bill by the two·thirds majority
receives around 30 calls a month required to override the veto. He
from rape victicms that d~ not said that 12 votes in favor of the
know what to do and need help. bill would_ be required. When the
·
~(Continued on 'poge 5)
She also said that the center is

UNM Undergrads'
GPA 's Too High
·For Law School

By DEBORAH JOHSNON
Results of a statistical study show that a UNM undergraduatA!'s
grade point average (GPA) should be decreased 1.06 points in
order to be considered as accurate criterion for admission into
.
UNM'slaw school.
Frederick Hart, dean of the law school, explained that there
ate four facton considered in the admission of law school
students, These are law school aptitude test results,
undergraduate GPA, writing ability, and LCM. LCM is the mean
scoJe of all the people at one college who have taken the law
school aptitude test. ·
·
·
The study compared admissions statistics based on these four
factors with the grades that the aame group of students received
in .their first year of Jaw school. The correlation· between
undergraduaw GPA 'a and law school grades was a negative one.
~e validity of undergraduaw GPA could be correcwd by
decreasing the score 1.06 pointa.
.• ~owever, Hart aaid that they have not been reducing UNM
grades by that much.
••we get some really good people from UNM," Hart said. 11The
problem ia that the grades are off. We can't wll the A's apart."
In an' attempt to deal with the problem, Hart said that UNM
applicants' grades point averages are ~educed by .5 points.
Cur~ently, about half of the law school students aJe UNM
graduates.
••The number of UNM grads bumped out of this sytem will be
small," Hart said.
·
He explained that the law school has broadened its stand-by
category. This is the category assigne-'.to applicants whose grades
and law test scores are too low to qualify immediately. However,
these applicants are invited to submit any additional information
which may help qualify them for entrance into the law school.
Hart said that there is a national trend to rely less on grades
because ..there is a general realization in the law school world
that grades ate becoming softer."
However, the results of UNM law school's validity tests
indicate that the problem is worse at UNM.
.
·
"I don't know whether thig means the university should make
any change," Hart said. "We're selfish; we want grades for an
evaluative purpose, but there are other reasons for grades. The
solution is not tightening up. the grading policy."

Accuses Lujan of 'Deception'

Mondragon: Lujan
Legacy Of Neglect
.

I
I
I
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By JOSEPH MONAHAN
New Mexico'& Lieutenant Governor Robert Mondragon is
gearinc up his campaign aimed at unseating three·.term
Conlf8Mman Manuel Lujan.
Mondragon, a Democrat, wa& on the UNM c:ampus yesterday
to speak before a political science clau wheze he read a
StatA!meftt 8CC:Uiing Lujan Of CCtfiekery and deception." UHe
squanden on an average of one out of every four days he should
be on the job 81 a voting c:onlf811n\an," Mondragon said.
Mondra~ton baa served in the staw senate for four years and
ran in the Democratic primary ill197 2 for U.S. Senate. ·
Yesterday Mondragon' labeled Lujan's tenure u a
congre11man as ..Lujan •s legacy of neglect." uln New Mexico he
(Lujan) gives the imprellion of helpillJ thoee who need help. In
Wuhington, D.C., he undereuti that aaaistance."
Candidate Mondragon expre•d diaappolntment over the"
small voter turnout here at UNM in the 1972 election. He said
that wai part of the reason Eugene Oallegoa a Santa Fe attorney
lmt to Lujan by over 20,000 votea.
Ed Desantis, Mondra1on '1 pre11 aide laid the problem with
other candidates who have opposed Lui~UJ Wal that ••they 'were on
the defeniive." "We plan to put Lujan on the dt!fensive," De•antis

laid. .

state·wide kindergarten system. He said that the cause for the
poor showing of New Mexicostudentsin national tests is becaUSt!
of the inadequate education given them in their eatly years: ·
Gubernatorial candidaw Jerry Apodaca has said he will
support limited expenditu~es for day care centers. Mondragon
agreed with Apodaca saying, ccr would certainly support
legislation that would allow state funds for day care programs so
women could be able. to go out and work and help support the
. family."
Economy, Budget Cuts

.

Speaking about education, Mondragon said he supported a ·

Roberto Mondragon

On the subject of the economy, which is hampered by a rising
in nation rate and low productivity, Mondragon said, ••r think
we need to look at wage and price controls." He said he
disagrees with the Republican philosophy that uthe problem can
be solved by cutting federal spending. Cutting down federal
spending will not alone solve the problem. You have to be
selective where you cut. I don ;t think we should cut help to the
elderly or education. Certain areas of the foreign aid budget and
military ba&E!s overseas need to be cut," Mondragon said.
When Mondragon fint began his campaign he placed much
emphasis on the issUe'S of Watergate and former President
Nixori. But Mondragon does not think he was hurt by the
resignation of Nixon, which was seen by some as a setback for
(Continued on poge 8)
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ORCA To Push For Landlord, Tenant Act
Jly ORLANDO R, MEDINA
The ASUNM Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs (ORCA) is trying to push
puaage of a Uniform Residential Landlord and
Tenant Act in the next seas~on of the state
legillature.
Coordinator of ORCA, Mike Benavidez,
explained the need for such an act, as "settinll
down definite obligations for landlords and
tenants.
''The act also sets penaltil!& for any violations
of the obliptions," Benavidez said. "It was
· drafted from rulinp apinst landlords and
tenants in different states. It is not pro·tenant or
pro-landlord."

Benavidez said that past action for tenants
with a grievance was to go to court. Any court
action that might have been taken could have
resulted in the tenant having to pay court costs,
"The most important thing about the bill is
that it doesn't go with past precedence which can
sometimes date to the American Revolution. In
those· days many of the powerful people were
landlords in some way," Benavidez said,
- He also pointed out that the bill_or act would
be of mutual benefit to the students and the
community.
The act exempts dormitories, fraternity and
·sorority houses and roomers,
Torrey J. Baird, Jr., a member of the ORCA

human subjects is in accordance
with adequate protection of the
subject's rights.
· He added that the committee's
approval also serves to protect the
researcher in the case of any
lawsuits. He warned that the
professor who does not go
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Prof. Sam Roll:, 'A lot of
teachers think that because
students are in a classroom
situation, they can be forced into
things for research projects.'
through the channels of approval
is then in a weak position of
defense in litigation, especially
regarding the subject's rights to
privacy,
.
The university also has an
agreement with the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
to maintain human research
policy. Roll warned the faculty
that "failure to do so may
endanger all HEW grants which
the university receives."
When interviewed, Roll said to
his knowledge "no school has ever
bad its research funds cut out" as
a rcsul t of noncompliance to this
policy.
If cases of noncompliance come
to the committee's attention,
these are reported to the dean of
the appropriate college and the
vice president for research. Roll
said the committee has no
disciplinary powers nor was it
asking for any.
He said any research done
during sabbatical leave should also
be approved beforehand because

Bert

Atkins
has plans for · _
your happiness.
Southwestel'n Llf'e
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Subjects Committee Cautions
Faculty· On Human Subjects Use
By RICH ROBERTS
The Arts and Sciences- Human
Subjects Committee has reminded
faculty of Arts and Sciences and
Engineering that they must obtain
the committee's clearance before
conducting any relll!arcb involving
human subjects.
Sam Roll, chairman of the
committee, in a memo to the
colleges' faculty, said, "Many
faculty ·members and graduate
students have been conducting
research without approval from ·
the committee.
''Many people don't comply
with the approval procedure listed
in the Faculty Handbook," he
said. "Perhaps they don't know
what is meant by human subjects
and don't know the consequences
of noncompliance."
The handbook defines human
subject as "any' individual who
may be at risk as a consequence of
participation as a subject in
research; development,
demonshation or other
activities."
. The handbook lists five types
or subjects involved-students as
volunteers in classroom
demonstrations, students acting in
lat. as subjects for other students,
students asked to complete
questionnaires about ·their
personal or academic lives, all
other participants in questionnaire
studies and anyone who is the
subject of experimental
mmipulation by a researcher.
Roll said the committee exists
for humanitarian reasons to
guarantee that research with

staff said the bill should include especially the
dormitories.
"I've heard of cases where the housing policy
of the university is known for screwing-over
people. Any damage to a room goes by the
standards of the advisors," Baird said.
Benavidez disagrel!d with Baird but said, "If
something is wrong with the bill, it should have
that item changed in committee without having
to change the whole bill."
"Right now we are trying to get landlords in
favor of the bill, ORCA is especially seeking
UNM landlords to prove their good faith by at
least looking over the bill and giving us some
input," Benavidez said.

·~
f

this researc)'l is still done by a
fa cui ty member, although off
campus. He said many
anthropologists who do research
overseas are unaware of" this
provision.
.
"Many anthropologists don't
sec their su bjccts as people with
rights," he said.
The committee will ask for
changes in proposed research if it
considers some aspect
objectionable. Roll said the
committee could suggest other
avenues of apploach to the
problem, for example where
deception of subjects is involved.
The university committee on
human subjects serves as the final
·
appeal board.
He said the committee tries to
include people from appropriate
areas to insure wide
representation. One person is
chosen from outside Arts and
Sciences, in this case a member of
the department of psychiatry.
Within the college, members come
from anthropology, sociology,
political science, psychology,
speech communications and other
areas.
If a project contains any
technical aspect unfamiliar to the
committee, it seeks outside
consultations. Roll cited use of
convulsive shock as an occasion
for seeking additional advice.
During the past year projects
approved included types of
pedophilia, age and sex
differences in attitudes towards
arithmetic and mathematics,
children's images of a president in
crisis, investigating accidents, and
managing a homosexual lifestyle.
In conclusion Roll advised
students that they "should be able
to bug out of participation as
subjects without any penalty in
grades or credit.
"A lot of teachers think that
because students arc in a
classroom situation, they can be
forced into things for research
projects," Roll said. "People
should not be coerced. A
professor can't do this to students
any more than to other
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TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION FOR
deep relaxation along with mental clarity .
increased energy and creative intelligence
improved academic performance
Come to a FREE INTRODUCTORY TALK
STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY

•

306 STANFORD SE 266·0282
WEDNESDAYS P.-M.

TM-PEOPLE LIKE IT.
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1mm~d',ately .P•ck up at. th.e

ByRICHARDBOWMAN

~d Wbent th~ che~kthfromlfh~m~ casbJcrdsb osflldce, Aa~dter It

oes no amve an
~ wo s ar
~knock, knock, ~nockmg at your
door, the fol!owmg people may be
>,!3 able to prov:1de enough. ~oney to
=--keep you gomg for awhile.
'i
~TUDENT AIDS. Federal law
?~ requ1res some campus agency to
0 keep track ~f alm~t all f?rms of
:~ ~tude!'t fmanc•_al ass1sta!lce,
; Iii mcludmg sh~rt·te.rm loans. S~nce
·::!! Stuqent A1ds, m Mesa V1sta,
11: already keeps records on most
:;l short·term loans, the departments
• and. organizations establishing
su.cil"' funds reason. th.at Student
·_. .A1ds should also dJsh1bute them.
""' Therefore, the money currently
has 32 loan funds it may draw
from. .
One· third are general. loan
funds for all students, while the
remainder are specific funds-for
exa~plc, a. student must be
Amencan ~ndiBn to get money
from the K1va Club fund.
Students can borrowfrom $2.5
to $100 for up to 90 days, and 1f
neccasary the loan usually can be
extende~ an. ':xtra month or so.
Interest 1s mm1mal-.011 per cent
on a $100:90 day loan.
Processmg takes two days. To
qualify for .aid an applican~ must
be a full·t1me student w1th an
overall2.0 GPA.
-T H E S T U _D E N T
COMMUNITY LOAN is also
available: .This is a qui~k loan for
$15 wh1cb the student can
1i

.;s

·a

(Continued from page 1)
some ideas as to where the money
could best be spent.
He ruled out a major in
Chicano Studies for the
immediate future, although
minor might become possilile.
"The employers in town would
not be too enthused in hiring
students with a degree in Chicano
Studies, but a minor would be
very helpful with a degree in
education. Education majors with
a Chicano Studies minor could set
up Chicano Studies programs in
the primary and secondary
schools."
Mondragon would _also like to
see the Chicano Studies curricula
expanded into areas like art (with
an emphasis on pre-Columbian as
well as contemporary artists),
psychology, and anthropology,
"The thing that we need funds
for most, however, is research,''
said Mondragon. "We need to usc
the state archives, the archdiocese
records, and the Catron library
facilities. This type of research
would be very beneficial to the
history of New Mexico.

·--. -.

FREE GROUND SCHOOL
Each Thursday & Friday at 7:00PM

SOUTHWEST HANG GLIDING CENTER
3119 San Mateo N,.E./344-5854
·Home of the

~

Electra Flyer

attending college under the aside,however,moneycanusually can probably help the student
regular GI Bill. However, if his be found for Jewish students ncedingafewextradollarstotide
monthly VA check is delayed, the needing help.
him over until ex ected funds
local o~fice can authorize Denver
Finally, short·term loans up to arrive,
p
to mad the veteran a special $50 aJ'e occasionally available
An enterprising Baptist disabled
pay.ment-how long it takes to from the Newman Center. They veteran who could wrangle money
arnye depends on the Postal are 30-day loans with no interest from both Student Aids and the
ServJce,
charged, and applicants need not Dean of Students Office would
The Veteran Affairs Campus belong to any specific religious only have a little over $45&--even
Representatives are in Bandelier group.
if he converted to Judaism on the
West 118.
.
At least one of the above places way to the Newman Center
Warning: 'lhc VA also expects
·
to be paid back-if not, the case is
handed over to the Government
Accounting Office
-IN T ERN. AT IoN A L
. SERVICES. The Foreign Student
Loan Fund is strictly for foreign
students,
Three "miscellaneous sex offenses" have occurred in the
u p t 0 $ 5 0 . m a y be
library this semester, cont~asted with five reported offenses all
borrowed-no interest-for a
last year, campus policewoman Pat Caristo said in a ~ecent
30-day period. There is only $450
interview,
in the entire fund so the number
The mpst recent incident occurred Sept. 18 on the second
of borrowers at one time is
floor of Zimmerman Library, when a woman student seated at a
•necessarily limited.
study table noticed that the middle-aged man sitting next to her
No Warning: Foreign students
was masturbating,
have the peculiar habit of always
Another incident during the second week of school involved a
r e p a y i n g the 10 an s, s 0
young man who "was trying to put mirrors on the floor to look
International Services is unsure
up girls' dresses," Caristo said.
what would happen if a Joan was
No arrests have been made following the offenses since the
not repaid.
man usually leaves or descriptions arc vague, she said .. ·
-RELIGIOUS CENTERS The
"The· incidents are escalating," she said, "but it may be that
Baptist Student Union has a' little
the
escalation and numbers arc coming from more and better
money to lend preferably to its
reporting of them."
own members: The maximum
Fiftt;cn security aids now work . in the libraries, primarily
amount which can be borrowed is
patrollmg
the stack areas. Leas aids work now than last year due to
$50. Minimal interest is charged,
a
budget
cut.
but there is no time limit on the
A man·woman team cover the Fine Arts library, Maxwell
loan
Museum, and Johnson gymnasium in addition to Zimmerman.
The Jewish Community Center
has no specific loan funds set

IS

approve .Y u ent I s. .
Money IS not alw~ys avadable
to be lent, however? If funds are
depleted-and th1s frequently
happens. ~o new loans may_ be
mad~ untJI s~m~ old loans ~re
reprud. Warnmg. s.tud?nt A1ds
expec~ to be rcprud-tf not, ,a
bold !s put o!l· the students_
transcnpts. So 1f you want to
graduate . . .
-DEAN OF STUDENTS
OFFICE. There are four general
I oan funds available, and
qu~lifications for borrowing arc
basically the same as those at
Student Aids.
Up to $50 may be. borrowed
for 90 days. Interest IS four per
cent, ~is office i~ also located in
Mesa V1sta. Wammg: Only under
special circumstances are students
allowed ~ borrow from both
Student A1ds and the Dean of
Students. Loans are cross
checked.
-VETERANS ADMINISTRA·
TION. ~oans of up to $2!'0 arc
authonzed o~y for disabled
veterans attendmg school under
the Vocati~nal Re~abilitation
program. No mterest IS charged.
Qualifications are ~hat the
v-:teran have no outstandmg debts
WJth the VA, and can show need
for the loan. Repayment can be
made in small monthly
installments.
.
No loan fund ex1sts for veterans

Conflict Resolved
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WhereTo Go When The Money's Gone
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"We also need to interview
people, especially the older
people, to collect oral ,history.
Interviews also need to be given
with penitentes, and other groups
who are part of the history of the
state.
"Especially interesting would
be to study the politica of New
Mexico from an academic point of
view. The political evolutions in
each community have taken
totally different turns."
As predicted in _yesterday's
installment of this series, Chicano
Studies, like the other two
minority programs, should have
few problems with the
administration, other than
jurisdictional ones.
Given proper funding, UNM's
Chicano Studies program could
become the foremost of its type
in the nation. It would appear
that Wollman's criticisms have
served to strengthen the already
strong academic program at
Chicano Studies, which, in the
final analysis, was what Wollman
set out to do.

In Library

Sex Offenses Up

•

Confidentiality
Test Soon
By JUDY ELLIS
An ad hoc committee set up to
study the iasuc of confidentiality
of records may soon decide on
whether students should be
, allowed access to all their records.
· If the university's present
policy is changed, it will not only
allow students personal access to
their own files, but will also give
students the power to decide who,
outside of the university, can also
have access to such information.
The ad hoc committee was
formed last year to examine the
issue of confidentiality of TCcords
involving the case of Jovan Djuric,
associate professor of electrical
engineering. The committee is
comprised, in part, of Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Chester Travelstead; Tony
Hillerman, of the Faculty Policy
Committee; Karen Glaser, Dean of
Students; and John Durrie,
Secretary of the university.
"This committee has bl>cn
(Continued on page 5)

Anniversary Sale

Save Up To 50% ,. ,. . . . , "
Stereo Components
and Accessories
Best Selection and
Pric~. Service TOO
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(a) build a huge, enclosed, air-conditioned,
carpeted football-basketball-track-water
polo-chariot racing arena seating 100,000.
people in plush private boxes with bars,saunas, masseuses, room service, color
television and scented wall paper;
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---Letters--~

Gonzales Is Wrong

For.d Vows Veto
WASHINGTON-President Ford said Tuesday he would
.veto any legislation to cut off American military aid to Turkey
on grounds it would destroy U.S. efforts to settle the Cyprus
dispute,
Shortly after Ford issued his veto threat, the Senate voted
47 to 41 to ban further U.S. military assistm\ce to Chile.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D·Mass., who sponsored the Chile
aid amendment, said the country's military regime · was
"engaged in a continuing pattern· of gross violations of human
rights-including the torture of political prisoners."
The cutoff of U.S. arms aid to Turkey, contained in an
amendment by Sen. Thomas· Eagleton, D-Mo., won Senate.
approval Monday, 57 to 20, but has not been approved by the
House.
Both the Chile and Turkey bans were added to the
continuing xesolution to finance government agencies· and
programs still awaiting appropriations for this fiscal year.

· Letters Rock Rocky

(c) pay the pi ayers on these teams the
professional salar'ies they deserve.
(3) Sell season tickets in this arena to the
games of these pro teams for one hundred dollars
a seat (or a thousand-another detail).
(4) Use the profits from these ticket sales to
provide extra help for students with poor
educational backgrounds, hire more faculty so as
to lower the student-faculty ratio, raise faculty
salaries, improve the library, fund worthwhile
research projects, etc., etc., etc.
G. F. Schueler

WASHINGTON-Thousands of letters, running heavily
against the nomination of Nelson A. ,Rockefeller· to be. vice
president, have been received by the Senate Rules Comm1ttee,
Chairman Howard W. Cannon said Tuesday.
Cannon predicted that the "tremendous opposition" shown
in the "mail would be reflected in the Senate vote, but the
committee would approve Rockefeller "overwhelmingly."
Cannon scheduled a committee meeting Oct. 9 and said that
he hoped final audits by the Joint Taxation Committee and
the Internal Revenue Service on Rockefeller's finances would
be <:ompleted by then.
Asked whether the Senate might reject Rockefeller's
nomination, Cannon replied, "l can't say I don't see any
possibility."

NEWARK, N.:J.-A county judge Tuesday upheld a 1796
law that makes it illegal for single persons to have sexual
relations in New Jersey.
Judge Stanley G. Bedford of Essex County said in a 12-page
opinion that it is up to the legislature, not the courts, to
decide whether the state should keep the law.
Bedford's decision arose fi:om a challenge to the law
brought by Newark laborer Charles Saunders, 20, convicted
last February of committing fornication. He was fined a
maximum $50.
Saunders and a co-defendant argued that the statute was
unconstitutional because it was seldom enforced, violated their
right of privacy and was established in the "prevailing notions
of religious morality" of the latter 18th century.
But Bedford .rejected the arguments, saying that the state
has "compelling secular reasons" to enforce the law in order to
prevent birth of illegitimate children and the spread of
venereal disease.
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Rape Crisis Veto

1"4

(b) buy a franchise for the fo·otball team in
the NFL and another for the basketball
team in the NBA; and

watch football games, but also those other
members of the university community, students
and faculty, who continue to display such a
perverse interest in doing intellectual work.
My proposal contains the following four steps:
(1) Pass a bond issue for two hundred million
dollars (or five hundred million-these details can
be worked out later).

Y&S.

Me

(2) Use this money to:

Witness the recent approval of 3.5 million dollars
ror a new football press box and enlarging of the
basketball arena.
These facts have led many . students and
faculty to the sorry conclusion that if they want
to do anything other than watch football or
basketball games, e.g., maybe get a good
education or do decent research, they will have
to go to some other university tran UNM. I
believe, however, that this conclusion is
premature and that the following modest
proposal, if acted on by the Regents and
legislature, ·would make everyone happy, not
onlY. those Regents and _legislators who want to

,.. ,
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A Siinple, Modest Proposal
Th.e following facts have come to light
recently in the Lobo and other places:
( 1) The general quality of education at UNM
as measured by such things as national test scores
of students, stu dent-faculty ratio, faculty
salaries, quality of library holdings and services,
etc. is pretty low. On a graph. it would look like
last month's stock market report.
(2) The· Regents, BEF, and state legislature
.seem in general very reluctant to fund UNM at
any level higher than that appropriate to a
mediocre junior college. Generous observers,
such as mys~)f, think that this policy is a result
of mere incompetence on the part of these
groups, more cynical types attribute it to the
belief that giving the masses a bargain-basement
education is the best possible way to keep them
in their place
(3) In spite of their reluctance ,to fund
research and education at UNM, there is an
unseemly eagerness to find more money for big
time sports such as football and basketball.
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Editor:
The information provided by ASUNM President Gil Gonzales in
yesterday's Lobo regarding Rape Crisis was not only misleading but
fallacious: 1) in regard to searching for outside funding, the Rape Crisis
Center has made concerted, if at times naive, efforts for outside funding
sources. We are currently being considered by LEAA for an award of a
$113,(100 state-wide program; and, 2) regarding Rape Crisis negligence in
supplying requested information, a request was made on September 20th
by the president's office to supply him with information regarding the
Rape Crisis Center. The information was delivered to hirn in two pack~ts,
one on Wednesday, september 25 and one on Friday, September 27. The
information requested and given included a copy of our grant proposal, a
list of major groups and funding organizations we have contacted, a
statement of our current operational concerns and a report on activities of
the Rape Crisis Center from its inception July 16, 1973.
If, as the article states, tlie veto was effective last Friday, I am
wondering at President Gonzales' lack of courtesy in informing us of the
decision-we still halie not been officially informed of his veto.
1 am so pleased that he supports our ideals. I suspect the president is
·acting out of innocence and ignorance. Funding organizations show
support in terms of funds, not verbal pats on the back. I have truly
appreciated the support ASUNM has shown in the last 1.4 months. If Gil's
veto is not oyerriden, 5 to 12 victims of sexual assaults (women, children
and a few men) each week will not be helped.
I urge concerned students to attend the senate meeting Wednesday,
October 2 at 7:00p.m. to support our efforts.
Sincerely,
Linda A. McCreary, Coordinator
· Rape Crisis Center

Between a natural economy, in which use values
are produced solely for self-consumption, and
capitalistic economy, there stretches an expanse of
hi story which is characterized by small-scale
commodity production. Two types of economic
activity are possible in such a society: selling to buy,
and buying to sell. In the former, the value of the
exchanged commodities are, by definition, ·equal.
However, the latter operation, buying in order to
sell, makes no sense unless the sale brings the buyer
an additional value (surplus value). We define capital
as a value which is augmented by surplus value,
whether this occurs through commodity circulation,
or, as is the case in capitalism, through production.
The transition from pre-capitalism to capitalism is
characterized solely by the penetration of capital
into the sphere of production.
The characteristics of capitalism are threefold.
First, the means of production are concentrated in
the hands of a single social class, the bourgeoisie.
This concentration is achieved and maintained
through a continual revolution in the means of
production which increases both the complexity
and cost of initial investment. Concomitant with the
above, the second characteristic emerges: the
separation of the worker from the means of
production. This is the fundamental condition for
the existence of capitalism. The third characteristic
is the appearance of a social class that has no means
of subsistence other than its labor power. The
proletariat is not to be characterized by the level of
its wage, but exclusively by the fact that it has
structurally been cut off from the means of
production.
The apologists for capitalism always point to the
reduction of prices and the expanding market of
produ15ts as the benefits brought about by the
system. There can be no doubt about the fact that
this drop in· value has actually occurred. The
development in mechanization in the means of
production has brought about a reduction in value,
which in turn lowers prices. Those enterprises which
:

are above average productivity will capture a part of
the surplus value created in their competitive
enterprises, resulting in the further accumulation of
capital. This concentration of capital reveals the
fundamental contradiction inherent in capitalism.
While capitalism claims to defen.d private property,
in reality, it destroys private property through the
constant expropriation of a great number of
proprietors by a relatively small number of
proprietors. Capitalism is 'born of free competition,
but free competition produces monopoly.
The dynamic of capitalism seems to have
changed. Initially we have a constant fall of prices
because of a rise in both productivity and
competing firms. At a certain point, however, the
sharpening of competition brings about a
concentration of enterprises. These remaining
companies are now able to reach agreements to
prevent further price reductions, Limiting
production permits increased prices, which in turn
yield greater profits and capital accumulation.
Insofar as this newly created capital can't be
reinvested into the same branch (for this would
increase productivity, and thus, lower prices).
capitalism assumes a missionary role. It spreads
throughout the world in the form of capital exportsto countries where monopolies aren't yet
entrenched,
It is in capitalistic economic crises that the
fundamental contradictions of capitalism are most
glaringly revealed, Capitalistic economic crises are
not crises of scarcity, but rather crises of
overproduction. Goods which do not find buyers
not only don't realize their surplus value, but they
don't even return their invested capital. The slurnp
in sales therefore forces businessmen to suspend
operations and lay off their workers. Since workers
can only subsist through the sale of their labor
power, unemployment grounds them in povertY,
which in turns slumps sales even furtber. This
process remains equally true in neo-capitalistic
systems, as we shall see next week.
MARXIST WORKERS' COLLECTIVE

Health Care Deteriorates
· WASHINGTON-A House subcommittee was told Tuesday
that despite some programs to lure doctors into rural areas,
health care services are deteriorating outside America's cities.
Rep. William V. Alexander, D-Ark., said that one-third of
the nation's population lives outside urban areas and they are
"the unseen, forgotten minority" as far as federal government
is concerned.
Intermural and recreation checkout
program. ID required, Small fee for
camping equipment. Other equipment
includes tents, $nowshoes, Reservations
can be niadc a week iri advance at
Carlisle Gym during office hours.

Lip Service will no longer print
notices brought to the LOBO
office or called in (unless they are
of extreme urgency and
importance). Take announcements
to ASUNM.Public
Relations/Information Office in
Room 248oftheSU9ifyou would
like them in the LOBO.

..

bill was previously brought before
the sellate it received one
abstaining, one negative and 11
positive votes. He said efforts
were being made to contact the
four members who were absent at
that meeting.
Kit Goodfriend, who is also
sponsoring the bill said, "I really
hope it passes. It is one of the
most valuable programs we have."
She said she could not understand
Gil's reasoning. "I don't think he
acted in the best interest of the
students,'~ she said.
Larry Abraham, who voted
against the bill when it was first
presented, said he would voted
against it again. He said he voted
against it for the very same
reasons Gonzales vetoed it, He
said the senate must set a
precedent.
.
"When a group makes a
commitment, we must hold them
to it." he said.

Confidentiality
Test Soon
(continued from page 3)

formed to re-examine the
university's stand on the
confidentiality of both· student
and faculty records. We are
questioning why such a policy
should exist and if it should be
changed,'' Travelstead said.
Present university policy allows
the student access to his academic
records, but docs not allow the
student to view his placement
folder, which includes perlional
and professional observations of a
student by his teachers.
The committee is now planning
a draft of possible record policy
changes. If the·committee comes
to a decision in the next few
months, said Travelstead, it will
forward its recommendations to
the university faculty policy
committee and to oU1er various
university committees for reaction
and approval.
"This committee is leaning
more and more toward openness
of records for both students mtd
faculty members, as is compatible
with the necessity of carrying out
the university's business,'' said
Travelstead.
"I am aware of the sensitivity
GSA offices arc accepting grant
proposals for student research.
Ptop()sals must be written in
committee format which is available at
GSA offices. The first 30 proposals wiU
be accepted.
Spagetti dinner for the Christian
Student Center Fri., Oct. 4, at the
Robinsons. Call 266·5215 for info and
directions.

Harrison Concert

George Harrison concert
packages will be available for
UNM students in the SUB,
Room 24·8.
·
The cost is $49.34 for a two
night stay in Denver and$58.40 for three nights. The
price includes round trip by
bu$ betwe.en Denver and
Albuquerque, tickets to the

main floor of the concert held
at the Denver Coliseum, as .
well as accommodations.
All money must be in cash
by October 16 to the Popular
Entertainment Committee
Office, Room 248 of the SUB.
For further information,
contact Steve Schroeder in the
SUB, Room 248.

Women Turn To Drink
NEW YORK (UPI)-One third of the nation's nine million
alcoholics are women, 5 per cent of the high school population
gets drunk once a week and most teenagers prefer booze to
marijuana, a government researcher said Tuesday.
In disclosing the statistics, Dr. Morris E. Chafetz, director of
the Department of Health, Education & WeU'are 's N&tional
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, said women
comprise the largest increase in the problem drinking population
in recent years.
Past estimates indicated that one of every five alcoholics WM a
woman; now it is one of three, Chafetz said.
The recent NIAAA study, he said, shows that among high
school seniors, 93 per cent of the boys and '87 per cent of the
girls have had a drink.
If getting drunk once a week· were used as a criterion, Chafetz
said, approximately 5 per cent of the students surveylld fit into
the problem drinker category.
"The findings indicate that alcohol now is far and away the
drug of choice among youth,'' Chafetz said. "Only 40 per cent of
senior high school boys and 36 per cent of senior high school girls
report having used marijuana, the second ranked drug."
Chafetz spoke during a day-long conference here on the
NIAAA's "second special report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol
and Health."
of Ulis issue,'' he said, "but I feel
there must be some protection of
what a person says."
"There are both negative and
positive points in U1is issue of
confidentiality of records," said
Travelstead. "If files are allowed
to be completely open, factual
material will be about the only
material that will be submitted.
For many people, personal
recommendations will lose their
meaning. Professional assessmcn1s
will not be made honestly if they
are not made confidentially."

ATM Business Club will meet this
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. at Chicano Studies.
Guest speaker will be Mike Gallegos of
NY Ll!e Insurance Co,
N u rscs' Christian Fellowship
mectingt Wed., 3:30 p.m. on third
floor of Mesa Vista. All nursing or
t>rc·nursing students invited..

"If you don't make all records
open, some people feel you have
something to hide," Travelstead
said, "hut if all records arc made
available, chances arc that most
personal asscssmen ts would
consist of innocuous niceties that
won't mcaa a thing."
P.Lc. now sc:eking articles for next
publication,. anyone int~restcd contncL
Sandy Rice at 765-1760 after 9 p.m.
on Tues., W~d. or drop a note in the
P.I.C. mailbox•2nd floor of SUil,

The Japan~sc convel'sational class
will meet Thurs., Oct. 3, !l p.m. at the
lnternntionaJ Center. 1808 Lus t.~omas.
Call 277•2946 !or info.

Arabic conversational class meeting
Wed., Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. at the
lnteiTiational Center, 1808 Las Lomas,
All who registered for the class should
attend or call 277·2946 at register.

UNM Accounting Association
meeting Wed., Oct. 2 at 12'30 p.m.
Room 231-A&B upstairs in SUB. The
speaker wiJl be from Career Services
Center. Bring a sack lunch or buy lunch
in the SUB. We will have cokes and
coffee. Everyone is invitt!d ..

Erich Von Danlken, author, will
speak at Popejoy HaU, Mon,. Oct. 7 at
8 p.m. Public·$2~ Students free with
I D's,

There will be a Kiva Club meeting
on Wed., Oct. 2, 7:00 p.m. at the
lntematiollal Center. Council "lections
are scheduled.

Open the ASA gallery, Volunteers to
help operate the A.S.A. gallery in the
N.W. comer of the SUB. Contact Susan
Brown at 24 7·8715.

4 f 8 Central S.W.
843-7559

........Sundays
,............................
Only

Public Relations Committee will
meet in Rm 231 of the SUB 1\!30 p.m ••
Wed.

.!

New Me~eico,

ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Comm will meet in llokana Hall at 5
p.m., Sun.

A Pictorial Essay
text by Tony Hillerman

$19,g5

Senate Steering Comm. Will meet
Thurs at 7 p.m. in Rm 321 of the SUB.
Senate Finance Committee will meet
in Rm 231 of SUil, Thurs. at 12:45

reg. 122.00

I•

..~.tf.Vf..t21Rit!~.9.fJ....~.....

Women's medical self help and PAP
clihie at Student Health Ctr, Rm 220,
Wed 2·4 p.m. Minimal charges for PAP
Smears. Speculums for sale,

• Rolling Stone
Zap Comix
• Zoo World
1-it· Mother Earth News
'It Village Voice
• Out of state newspapers
Albuquerque's largest
magazine selection

Entry blanks are stlU av.ailable at the
Folksong Club wiU ..meet In Rm
Alum.nl Office, N(•W Mexico Union,
· 231·0 at '7:30 p,m. In the SUU, Thurs.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllll

The entry deadline tor The Pedaling
Feat has been extended to Fri., Oct. 4,
Only the Oval Sprint wiU be run, with
both preliminaries and finals on
October 13, beginning at 1 p.m. Four
bikes will be won by the overall
campion team, as well as one bike
given to the Individual with the best
mile time, Medals will be given to the
1st 2nd, and 3rd place teams In each
division (UNM and high sehoul), as
well as tst, 2nd, and 3rd place teams In
the overall championship,

'

ASUNM Duplicating Center. MWF
11:15·5, TT 9:00·10:45 and
12:30.4:30. SUB Rm 215 ne><t to Casa
del Sol. XllROX 5c copy~ Ditto and
Mimeo 5 CYs/2c,

(continued from page I)

p.m.

Delta Slgnma Pl will meet Thurs, at
'7:30 p.m. in the SUB. Christian
Student Ctr Will meet Thurs. at 7 p,m,
at the Ctr. The Center is located on
Girard at Central (alm<lst).
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Lobo
Review
of
Records
"Dancinr Machine"
Jackson Five
Motown/MS·780Sl

•••

By LARRY MERZ
I hope you're not excited about
the appearance of this new album,
because there's nothing exciting
about it. The album is a collection
of "puppy love" tunes that are
characteristic of the fast talking,
commercial ridden AM radio
stations that plague our society.
While Michael Jackson's voice
seems to have matured somewhat
and the record's harmonies are
acceptable, its lyrics are quite
ridiculous with such lines as "I'm
really loving you, not pretending
to (from the song I Am Love).''
Each song depends on heavy
vocalization and the dull
repetition of lyrics like "Come
back. lover, come back, this is
where you belong," also from I

AmLoue.

The studio musicians are good.
But again, most of the cuts are a
mixture of over-instrumentation
and the presence of too much
music. There is little variation
from one track to the next, and
all songs have that typical AM
appeal,
Unfortunately, Dancing
Machine will probably sell among
the young teen generation. This
seems to be the only direction the
album is headed.
''It's A Monster's Holiday"
Buck Owens and the Buckaroos •
Capitoi/ST·11332

•••
B)' JOHN FELDMAN

Buck Owens recorded ''Mary Had
A Little Lamb" on the spoons I'd
buy it. Not because I liked it, but
out of habit and loyalty to Buck.
There was a time when the
Buckaroos and Buck could take
"Mary .. .'' and make it into a
real stamper or even into an A·1
tear jerker, but that was some
time ago,
It seems as if Buck spent a total
of ten minutes in the studio
working on the entire Monster's
Holiday album. Recently, with a·
few exceptions, Buck has tended
to put out records with this trend
of Jittle time and little interest.
What upsets me most about
Holiday, besides the lack of
decent songs (except for "Music
City News"), is that Don Rich will
never have the opportunity to
come up with another song to
show that he hadn't lost it.
Buck will go on. He has to. I
hope that I osing Don will inspire
him to get back to the grindstone
and fix up what's left of the
Buckaroos. With over 60 albums
by Buck and the Buckaroos, all
featuring Don Rich, Capitol
should seriously consider putting
together some sort of memorial
album of Rich's material.
No matter what they decided
to put on its cover it would look
better than the atrocity on Buck's
latest.
"If We Make It Through
December"
Merle Haggard
Capitol/ST·l1276

•••
By CHARLES ANDREWS

I was commuting to work this
summer, when it was casually
announced that Don Rich was
dead. Don Rich-the man who for
years sang the best harmony,
played the best guitar and the
cleanest fiddle I've ever heard, had
been killed in a motorcycle
collision. I almost wrecked my car
when I heard the news.
The DJ who relayed this to me
had just finished spinning
.. Monster's Holiday" by Buck
Owens and I realized that Rich,
who has backed Buck since the
beginning, had ended his career
with this pathetic "Monster's
Holiday" recording.
Capitol has now released this
horror on an album titled,
Monster '8 Holiday by Buck Owens
and the Buckaroos. Admittedly, if

There's an understandable
tendency, once a performer
achieves success, to continue
doing things the same way. If it
worked once, it's got a better
chance of working again than
something brand new. And it
usually hold true. For a while.
Merle Haggard has been on or
near the top of the heap in
country music for several years
now. He got there with one of the
finest voices in any popular music
field, a sincerity and feeling for
people rare in show business,
immense songwriting talent (both
musically and lyrically), and the
ability to choose other people's
songs which are just right for him.
But lately he seems to be trying
to fit himself to a pattern he
thinks people expect from him,

and in this 'album we get some
mediocre Merle, warmed over and,
well, haggard.
Start with a family's·got··
hard ·times·now·bu t·th in gs 'II·
get-better type song, at least one
about a lost love and/or a love
gone bad, one for or about old
folks, throw in a standard
everyone will recognize, a
personality sketch (often his best
material), usually a prisoner song,
and end with an uptempo number
so you won't leave folks crying
from the tearjerker that preceded
it.
The formula has turned stale
here for several reasons. As good
as he may ·be in choosing other
people's songs, the best writer for
Merle Haggard is still Merle.
Haggard. But only the first two
numbers are his, the title tune
(which got old quickly as a single)
and ''Love and Honor,'' a fine
number which could become a
country classic. Next we have the
standard "To Each His Own,"
which I've never thought much of,
and Merle's version does nothing
to change my mind. He does do a
nice job with a Hank Cochran
tune, "You're The Only Girl In
The Game," which shows off that

great country catch in his vo1ce.
Lefty Frizzell's "I'm An Old, Old
Man" has a good beat but is just
plain corny. "Come On Into My
Arms" is a nice little bouncer, not
much more.
Side Two starts with "Better
Off When I Was Hungry," a good
song and musically the best on the
album, which only makes it all the
more obvious how bland or
downright bad the other
arrangements are. "Cold War" is a
prime example, a good number
ruined by a cheap·night-club·band
arrangement. "111 Break Out
Again Tonight" possibly proves
even Merle Haggard can write only
so many good prisoner songs.
"Uncle Lem" is the best Hag song
on the album, and he didn't write
it. Glen Martin obviously wrote it
with Merle in mind and knows
him well because it's a gem
straight from the Haggard
tradition of skillfully crafted
portraits in song, dignified but
calculated to stick a lump in your
throat. Then, as we've come to
expect, Merle tries to bring a smile
to our faces, this time with
"There's Just One Way," a
religious number tom between its
old-fashioned, hand·clapping
gospel chorus and a title and lyrics
borrowing heavily from the jargon
of the "Jesus People."
There are a few high points
here, but Merle Haggard hasn't
put out a really solid album since
"Someday We11 Look Back.''
Maybe he's playing it too safe, not
remembering that he got where he
is by tatting chances and by doing
what he felt was right rather than
what he thought the public
expected.
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Bored Walk
Concert: Doc Watson & The
Clearditch Ramblers perform at
the Civic, Friday night, 8 p.m.
Student tickets are $3 and $4.
Concert: Jackson Browne &
Bonnie Raitt perform two
shows at Popejoy on Sunday.
Student tickets are $3, $4.50
and $5. Tickets are still
available for the 4 p.m.
matinee, while the 8 p.m. show
is sold out.
Recital: Karl Hinterbichler,
trombonist; Louis McLeod,
pianist; and Floyd Williams,
clarinetist, perform at 4 p.m.,
. Sunday, Keller Hall.
Dance: The International Folk
Dance Group meets Friday, 7-9
p.m. in Johnson Gym, Open to
the public and free.
Drama:. Bugger City Poverty
Players present "Hot Buttered
Rolls" by Rosalyn Drexler and
"Beautiful Losers" by William
Weldon; Thursday through
Sunday, 8:15p.m., Humanities
Building Theatre. $1 admission.
Lectu1·e: Erich Von Daniken,
author of "Chariot of the
Gods" and other works of
speculative anthropology, will
speak Monday at 8 p.m. in
Popejoy. His lecture is the
second in the UNM Speakers'
Series and is free to students
with ID's.
Film: Jancsco's "Red Psalm"
plays the SUB tonight, 7 & ,9 ·
p.m. 99 cents admission.
Film: "Nights· of Cabiria,"
directed by Federico Fellini,
plays tomorrow night, 7, 9 &
1l p.m. in the SUB. 99 cents.
Film: Robert Downey's
"Greaser's Palace" plays in the
SUB Friday night, 7, 9 & 11
p.m. 99 cents.
Film: "Pink Flamingos," a film
deeme<l by many a~. the grossest

in existence, plays Sat\lrday at
the SUB, 7, 9 & l1 p.m. Divine
can be had for a meager 99
cents.
Film: Howard Hawk's "Red
River" plays Saturday at the
Guild, courtesy of Motion
Pictures Limited. Showings at
10 a.m. and noon with $1,50
admission charge.
Gallery: "A Women's Gallery,"
New Mexico's first all women
gallery, opens Saturday in
Santa Fe, Located at 1008
Canyon Road, the gallery is run
by Debbie Richey and Kate
Arnold, It features all forms of
art work, as well as a feminist
book section.
Gallery: Three exhibits; "Painted
and Drawn in New Mexico"
(featuring Kenneth Adams,
Leon Gaspard and Raymond
Jonson), "Prints and Processes"
(a series of graphic art) and
"Photo graphs by Ernest
Block"; will open Sunday at
the UNM Art Gallery. The
exhibits run through November
3rd.
Space: The Campus Observatory,
north of the physics and
astronomy building, conducts
open house; 8 through 10 p.m.
on Thursday, The
Observatory's 15·inch telescope
will be focused on the double
star, Albireo, while its smaller
telescope will be trained on the
moon.
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Most college football coaches position get involved with kicking
today consider placekicking an art a football? "I lived near Sandia
in itself. And to UNM kicker, Bob High School and I used to go over
Berg, that interpretation of his there and kipk the ball around
football speciality is the way it with a friend of mine, I just
enjoyed kicking it,"
should be,
Berg is a junior from
Albuquerque's Sandia High and is
majoring in art. "I would like to
go into commercial art someday,"
Berg said. "I really enjoy doing
sculptures and ceramics more than
anything else. The only sort of
drawing I like to do is portrait
work.u

Berg has definite plans for his
future too, no matter which "art"
is involved. "If I would get
drafted by a pro football team, I
would go give it a try," Berg said.
"But if I don't get drafted, I'm
sure not going to run after them.
I'd just as soon make a living
doing commercial art."
· "(like sculpturing and ceramics
a lot because I want to be doing
things that people can look at and
say 'now how did they do that.' A
good example would be the things
they do at Disneyland. Take the
Pirates of the Caribbean ride, for
instance, that is really some piece
of art."
And how does someone who
has n·o desire to play any other

Meeting: The Popejoy Board of
Directors Meeting takes place
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in the
Popejoy Lounge (located in the
basement lobby area). A
possible topic of discussion is
the recently implemented
regulations concerning season
sub~criptions.

New Class Oct. 2nd
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3010 Central S.E·. 262-0066

ENROLL NOWI

NEW YORK (UPI}-Frank
Robinson will be named playing
manager of the Cleveland Indians
Thursday, thereby becoming the
first black manager in major
league baseball history, it has been
learned.
Robinson's salary will remain at
its present $178,000 level,
automatically making him the
highest·paid manager in the
history of baseball.
The 40-year·old Robinson,
obtained on waivers from the
California Angels two and·a·half
weeks ago, will continue serving
the Indians as a designated hitter
as well as manager next year.
Some baseball people are
inalterably 'opposed to playing
managers in the majors on the
theory that any manager has more
than enough to do without having
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Berg did not really join the
Sandia football squad until his
senior year. The way he tells it, he
just showed up half way through
the summer and told the coaches
he wanted to be theit'kicket:
"It was very interesting because
the coach took me out on the
field and told me to punt the ball.
Well, I'm not much of a punter

Another Robinson Breaks
Color Line In Baseball

OPEN MIND BOOI<:STOR€

With

A sample of placekicker Bob
Berg's work. His teammate Steve
Myer.

because I have a tendency to punt
the ball straight up instead of out
away from me. But then I
placekicked the ball for him and
he kept me on the squad.''
"But despite his limited
experience at the high school
level,. Berg decided to give college
kicking a try. "I just thought I
had enough skill to be the kicker
and so I tried out.'' He proved his
worth a year ago when he won
top designation. He went on to hit
on five of six field goal attempts
and 29 of 80 extra points. And
this season he has ah·eady
connected on four of five field
goals and three of five extra
points.
His biggest thrill came last
season when he kicked a 48 yard
field goal as time expired to give
the Lobos a 23·21 win over
Wyoming.
As a kicking specialist, Berg
rare! y a tlends all the special
meetings with the other players,
but that doesn't bother him.
"I don't feel left out at all.
There is really no reason for me to
attend the special meetings
because none of it concerns me.
But I still feel like I'm part of it.''
So no matter what art form is
involved, on or off the football
field, Bob Berg is an artist.

to worry about playing, but the
Indians don't feel that way at all.
They remember the last man
ever to lead them to a world
championship was playing
manager Lou Boudreau in 1948.
Boudreau played 152 gameo for
the Indians that year, all but one
of them at shortstop, and finished
second only to Ted Williams in
batting wtih a 355 figure.
Robinson already has managed
Santurce of the Puerto Rican
League five winters. The man who
originally signed him for that job,
Santurce club owner and
president Hiram Cuevas, has no
doubts whatsoever he will do a
good job as a major league
manager.
"There's no question about his
baseball knowledge, and he has
'shown he can lead men," said

hoir design
for men
Near UNI\r,
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Uptown
5504 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

Cuevas. "You need the same
prerequisites to manage in the
major leagues as you do to
manage in our league.''
Robinson helped the Baltimore
Orioles into four world series. He
was voted the American League's
MVP in 1966

E £iedh,o,ie
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2620 Rhode Island Street N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87IIO
Phone (505) 293.fll61

Complete Electronic
Supplies
for the Hobbyist
Experimenter
Professional
Amplifiers

Books
Capacitors
Diodes
Resistors
Transistors
Test Equipment
Receiving Tubes
Picture Tubes
Recording Tapes

Antenna
Batteries
Microphones
Intercoms
Rotors
Transfonnets
Wire
Speakers
Controls
Cables

'Tear after year, ~emester
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster~~from

Fidelinr Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America•
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster~~.-----.
Field
Associate 265-6631
•
Ed Boykin
m your area:
Brad Bramer
Richard Monk
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Mondragon Attacks Lujan

• • •

(continued from page 1)
the Democrats •. He said, "Personally I don't feel that I tied my
Common Cause and Committee for An Effective Congress," he
said.
campaign to Nixon."
In one of his sharpest criticisms of Lujan, Mondrag~n said, "I
don't think my opponent has a mind of his own, my opponent
waits around to be told what to do-he seems to be constantly
searching for a father image.''

Mondragon called Lujan a "political Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,
Maybe he can tell us who he is and where. I challenge him to
defend his voting record, if he can," Mondragon said.
Lujan has kept his campaign low-key, confining himself to
weekend appearances' in New Mexico while staying in
Washington the rest of the time, Lujan did have Ronald !leagan
speak at a $100 a plate dinner in his' behalf, but aside from that
Lujan apparently does not plan any major events except
possibly free barbecues.
Mondragon contends Lujan "is a figure from a .bygone era
and unresponsive," If Mondragon were to be elected, he says he
would ''function in the open."

Mondragon is the most liberal of the candidates on the
Democratic ticket but he takes the conservative viewpoint on
some issues, When asked his position on abortion, Mondragon
would not give a definite position. Instead, he said, "I am
generally opposed to a total liberalization of abortion;
personally, I'm a Catholic and would have to poll my·
constituency to get their responses."
Mondragon agreed that his attempt to unseat Lujan is. an
"uphill struggle." His political strategy calls for a concentratiOn
of time in the northeast heights of Albuquerque which has long
been a Republican stronghold. His campaign will soon begin on
television, where Mondragon says "there will be effective
spots."
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or more coJUJecutlve ~.
Tenna: Payment muat be made In full
prior to lneertlon of advertllement,
Where: Jlarron HalL Room 182
tnbtll&if
CJualfted Advertlelq
UNM P.O. Box 20.
Albuquerque, N.JI. 87181

1)

PERSONALS

FOR WHEN THINGS aet out of hand I
CaD AGORA 277·3013, we're here to
listen.
10/'
ARE YOU QUALIFIED In aubmarln• 1
US Submarine veteran• want JOU, For
lntonnatlon caD Steve 2115-6312.
10/'
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Spaahettl A
aalad bar, fl,95. Eve17 Sunday 4-8 pm
at Peplno'•• 4310 Central SE.
10/C
PREGNANT AND NEED HELPT Yoa
have friends who .ean at JJirthrr.bt.
2C'7-t!l11.

3)

CHRISTMAS GROUP AmFARES: Den•
ver, Dallas, Chicago, LA. Call Atlu,
266·8074.
10/8
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM guitar major. Student of Hector
Garcia. 266•2696.
10/7
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon•
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reuonable
10/2
rates, 298·'1147.
BICYCLE REPAm SPECIALIST. Loweat
poulble pries on wheel bulldinl', tru•
lng. overhauls, adJuatmenta. Same day
•ervlce. Frame 6 fork repaln. New A
used blks for aale. 268·7210.
10/9

ASTROLOGY FRIENDSHIP SERVICE.
For lnformatlo'!.!, •.~nd name, addreu,
birthdate: Air .r.ann Fire and Water.
Box 15115, Albuquerque, New Jlexlco.
87102.
10/Z
FREE RETAIL CATALOG: Pips, water•
plpa. bona•, clararette papen, rolling
machln•, aupentons, cllpa, underground eomlx, etc.: Gabriella"• Goodies,
Box 484, HoUywood, CA. 90028. 10/10
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pbotoe.
Low•t Prlc• In toWII, fut. Pleulq,
Near UNII. CaD 2115-244' or eome to
1717 Girard N.E.

Friendly Flower Shop
Albuquerque Floral Design
School

..

We !.pccialilc in green
plants and macrame.

----·-·--....

3424 Central S.E. 266-9296
·-·~

4)

SERVICES

----------------

FORRENT

2·BDRM HOUSE, .85 mo, S85 depoeit,
707 Arno SE, 842·0381.
10/8
ROOMMATE WANTED for Juxtlrt 2·bed·
room apartment. •95 Included utllftls.
299-0362.
10/7
SHARE HOUSE. Available end October
near Campu.. '60/mo. 842·0820. 10/8
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, RJder overnr.ht
sleep tomorrow, '7815·1111.
tfn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartmmt eomplu: for the nuq and
the JOUR&' at heart. Renta atart at •180.
Lal'lre awlmmlntr pool, Eftlclmelea A
1 bdrm available, famllhed or un·
furnished. Walkii!S' distance to UNII.
1520 Unlvenlb' NE. 243·2494.
10/C
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One. two, and three rooru.
Very clean. near Unlvenlb and north
west. 242·7814, 24'1•1008, 242·18'11. Un

5)

FORSALE

FOR SALE - Used Admiral refrigerator,
$24, Tel. 842-9039.
10/2
MEN'S 10-speed bike, 25". $100 or beet
otrer, 266·3954.
10/7
GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppies sire: .Ch,
Diamond Jim, CD bom 8/22/'74. 294·
8926, 929 Morri$ NE.
10/7
EXOTIC nEADS from around the world.
Turquoise & silver jewelry, The Bead
Shaman. Old Town.
trn
MARTIN GUITAR 1958, 0·18. $400, 281·
6112.
10/7
SKI TOURING. BACKPACKING eqUIP•
ment from the profe~~~~ionals at the Trail
Hau~all!ll, renbi:LI, serviM, and elinies.
Since 1967, New Mexico•s leading ski
touring eente,.;:...Trail Haus, 1931 San
Mateo SE. 266·9190.
10/3
OLD MIRAGES. aome 20 yean otd. Sl.OO
each, room 132, Marron BaD.

.

of-Hand Mode Indian
OLD TOWN

FREE

FILM~

House Plant Salt at the
American Shop next to DeliCity, Dartmouth & Central.
Give a plant a good home i
lzome.

·-

·October 8, 1974
BACK STREET with Irene Dunn and John Boles filmed
t0ctober15, 1974
in 1932. Showing at 10 a.m., 11:45 a.m., and 1:30
LOST HORIZON with Ronald Colman and Jane Wyatt
p.m.
filmed in 1937. Showing at 10 a.m'l 12:15, and 2:30
•November 5, 1974
p.m.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION with Rock Hudson and
Jane Wyman filmed in 1954. Showing at 10 a.m., 12
noon, 2 p.m.
·November 19, 1974
LOVE LETTERS with Jennifer Jones and Joseph Cotten
U.NM. STUOENT uN1
filmed in 1945. Showing at 10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 p.m.
THEATRE 277•2031
ELY HEA
·December3, 1974
_.,_ 0~ .LM 11·-r.s' _._.
REBECCA with Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine
\,.: CLA~SICS
filmed in 1940 and directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Showing at 10 a.m., 12 noon, and 2 p.m.
All of the above .films will be shown in the SUB theater and are sponsored by the
Stu nt Activities Center and the New Mexico Union.
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Volunteers needed to work on PIRG
Weight and Measures Project of in ~
PIRG office at .2026 Mesa Vista. ~
Contact Chris Perry at 255-1261 or ..
Torrey Baird at 243·0873 or the PIRG ~
office at. 277·2738.
-:~
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2) LOST & FOUND

3) SERVICES

0~~

HY6/W.I$1J VlltiN!tY
NEPHIIV, Pl5lliPT 7N6 5fJCIAL
15 SflliD/Jil:
PROJECT
iSG
IVORTHY7
WHAT 1$
)tA'.R 6a4t?

FOUND: AFGHAN· HOUND, Sycamore
A Gold area, call 266·264C to Identify,
10/8
LOST: 14 mo. old white male Samoyed
named Nlcholu. Loet Univenlty area
9/28. Reward, Tony 266·4845
10/7
LOST: GIRL'S BLUE windbreaker w/
gold emblem, St. Edwarda Unlvenlb',
KC. 277-4284 Pleue.
10/7
•aoo REWARD for Lost Gibson ftreblrd
electric guitar. Parte, srold·plated, black
home-made cue. 2615-6878 Ol' 2155·4074.
10/3

5)

FORSALE

BEAUTIFUL AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000
Mark I. About '1350. Call 294·7623 or
.277·4485.
10/4
"72 DATSUN PICKUP, owner going
abroad $2000 or make offer. Jerry, 262·
0607 after 6 PM.
10/
TWO SANSUI SP 3600 epeakel'll lal'&'e.
100 Watt output capacity, 268·3729
evenings,
10/7
MARTIN 000-28 GUITAR with Hardshell
Cue. Perfect condition. 1425. 242·7660.
10/3
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquetl, bait.,
aborts ahoel, A ahirta now on ale at
the Dike Shop, 828 Yale SE, 842·9100.
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and bait.on ole thll week at the Bike Shop, 828
Yale SE. 842·9100,
BACKPACKERS - Come lnapect New
Jlexlco"• moat complete Hlectlon of
equipment . at D A C II: COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2C21 San Pedro NE. 288·8111.
20 PORTABLE TV'• taO-tao. 441 WJom•
inJr NE, 255·5987.
10/28
CUSTOM GOLD weddhur A dinner rln18
by Charlie Romero, 268-38911.
12/6
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-lota
left and atlll on aale at the Bike Shop.
823 Yale SE. 842·9100. Racquetl u tow
u .9.99 and halt. at 99c each.
10/7
BICYCLES I BICYCLES I Now II the time
for a new 10-apeed, Prices have been
lowered u winter approachea and we
have a terrlftc selection. The Bike Shop,
823 Ya1P. SE. R•2·9IOO.
, 10/7
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gltane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
In stock, .76 to $500, WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four blocks from UNltf. 843·9378. ttn
STEREO HEAD PHONES SUI5. 8 foot
cord. 110ft ear Padl. UnitA!d Frefaht
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
Un
KlNGSIZE . WATERDEDS, $29.95, com·
plete SYStems, $59.95, heaters. $2'7.50.
Water Trips. 3407 Central NE. Acr01111
from Arbiat. 268-8465.
tfn
OLD. MIRAGES 1968 through 1970••1.00
each, room 132, llarron HalL

Read the
sified
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'l'be graduate students in the~
Department of .Mathematics planning 1""'1
to take the Master's Examination this C
FaU. please contact Professor R. g'
Metzler, Humanities 459, or Professor,.
C, Onneweer, Humnaities 438 before ~

by Garry Trudeau

Mondragon 'believes the real issue in the campaign is Manuel
Lujan. He cited Lujan's voting record on such issues as collective
bargaining for school teachers which Lujan opposed. Mondragon
said, "He (Lujan) voted for legislation that would deny funds to
schools having a union." He attacked Lujan for having
contributors outside of New Mexico and not disclosing who
they were. When asked if he was receiving funds from outside
New Mexico, Mondragon admitted he is "but they are mostly
from committees that are concerned with good government like

~
~
·~
~

'l'be International Center is offering
week, 2 hrs, a week courses in <D
conversational Japanese, Arabic, ::S.
Portuguese and Sanskrit,.These courses n
will be taught by native speakers. Cost Q
$20. Call 277-2946. .
_ ~

. 8

DOONESBURY

Outside Contributors

CLASSIFIED
ADVERT.ISING

Students who have already applied
for work-study .and are qualified, but
have not yet been placed in a job
should· check with tbe Work·Study
OUice in Mesa Vbta Hall for
assignment.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MEN l WOMEN I JOBS ON SHIPS! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job
Or' career. Send sa for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. M·6. P.O. Box 2049.
Port Angeles, Washington 98362. 10/8
PART-TIME JOB, graduate studenta only.
Afternoons A evenings, Muat be able to
work Friday 1: Saturday nitrhta. Muat be
over 21 yean old. Apply in penon. no
phone calli please. Save Way Liquor
store, 6704 Lomas NE and 5616 Menaul
NE.
10/10

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

CHILD CARE - AGE 3-5. SE Heighta
In bilingual home. 7615·5642 (after 15
PM),
10/8
SCRIPTURE READING, pruen, IOQII,
daUJ '1 PJI, 425 Unlvmlty NE, Canterbu., Chapet.
10/lC

Street dance, Fri., Oct, 4, 1801 Mesa
Vista, sponsored by Figi Pledges.

~~LL/NJ'S

Nights of Cabiria
Thursday 7-9 $1.00

Sub Cinema
277-30~1.
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